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ABSTRACT

The advancement of technology, make robots have more attention from researchers to make life of mankind comfortable. This paper deals with the design of an itemized control system prepared for window cleaning/maintenance of towers and multistory buildings which can be aided to simulating human activities. These activities (washing, coating, wiping, climbing, and maintenance events) normally achieved by specialized personal. The designed control system was prepared to guide the units of the required job to move freely along the outside surface of a window with a fairly enough area and mediate time for achieving the desired goal. The system design is implemented using Arduino kit, due to facilities in program and control of cleaning windows through infer the stepper motor movement and rotation. The controller has been achieved as real time system (30 msec.), it is done throw control of three stepper motor by taken in consideration the speed of the motors (π/3000 rad/sec) and the time can be adjustable within the cleaning area that the device covering it.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the recent years, robots have been used for various cleaning purposes. Robots have various cleaning expertise like mopping, picking up the waste, wet floor cleaning and dry vacuum cleaning. Depending on the cleaning mechanism, these robots may have some advantages and disadvantages [1]. Now a days cleaning of windows from outside on tall and multi-story buildings is commonly done manually by special skill workers and that process put them in a dangerous or risky situation where it is not easy as from inside of the room. In addition, it needs expensive lifting machine [2]. As it is known windows normally remain dirty from outside especially in a dusty atmosphere of desert countries which might block the room occupant's view and looks not comfortable. Cleaning window for the building is one of the important aspects in building maintenance activities which has been carried out regularly. The cleaning jobs are done by human might involve high risk [3, 4].

The designed system in this paper is represent by construction of a control unit arranged to assist the process executed by the workers for cleaning, coating, and maintenance activities of window collection system which is used along the outdoor surface of a window with an objectively enough zone [5]. The aim of the designed system is covering the whole window area in a perfect manner and shortest possible time. Multi
applications (devices) such as hard disk drives, medical equipment, printers, automotive and many others applications in which needs controlling in speed, position and rotation angle, so that according to the pervious applications whenever controlled movement is required stepper motor will be use [6, 7]. In this paper microcontroller is used for fast implementation and quick hardware verification. A major benefit of using Arduino Due is the fact that is small size with large speed. C language used for programming the control of three stepper motors by giving it the array of area which needs to clean it [8, 9].

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
A robotic vacuum cleaner is an autonomous electronic device that is intelligently programed to clean a specific area through a vacuum cleaning assembly. Some of the available products can brush around sharp edges and corners while others include a number of additional features such as wet mopping and UV sterilization rather than vacuuming. Some of the available products are discussed below [10, 11].

3. RESEARCH METHOD
3.1. Stepper motor
Conversion into rotational motion of inputs either angel or direction of multiple change (steps) is done through electromechanical devices called stepper motors [12]. Each step is known by the construction of the motor.4-phase unipolar stepper motor (ULN2XX3 which is stander) is simply to be direct by two ways Stamp or Javelin Stamp at the point when supported with a fitting high-current driver (ULN2003 or similar is highly recommended) [13, 14].

3.1.1. The driver circuit
The chip (ULN2003) as shown in Figure 1 is applied as driver to order the stepper motor (for multiple outputs it’s important to be aware of the ULN2x03 sink capability through assuring of the motor current requirements) [15].

\[ \frac{1m}{2\text{mm}} = 500 \text{ duration} \]  

(1)

The practical circuit of connecting stepper motor with arduino and driver is shown in Figure 3 [21].
3.2. Cleaning operation

The cleaning operation for this work is establish according to building windows glasses pans is like chess board as shown in Figure 4 [22]. So after entering the required cleaning area dimension x1 and y1 of whole building in addition the x2, y2 and z for one of windows glass pan that will give information about the required cleaning area for each pan and the number of steppes in which that robot required to move it around x axis to cover the cleaning of one pan, y axis of one pan represent the destines of the second motor to move the robot arm up and down to clean in column way of the pan regarding one step of x axis it also can be programmed for 1 or 2 or 3 cycle if the pan is very dirty, z axis is in mm movement that pull away the cleaning arm about 300mm so it represent the distance for movement the arm away from the glass to the second position to start another cleaning cycle of new pan or position [23]. This operation will be continuous until finish the whole building pans. It is important for the robot supervisor to insure doing the required calculation of x1, y1, x2, y1 and z then entering the required information also in addition add the required arms of the y1 axis that needed to reach to the first start pan to that will start cleaning from it as explain in the Figure 5 [24].
3.3. Hardware design units and operations

- Elevation units that represent the distance from the robot base to the first glass pan of the building which add by the supervisor to the total elevation of the building glasses [16].
- Control unit which can be classify as two controller the first one that will control the movement of the arm about the y axis which is repeated for any required times to insure cleaning of the one pan according to counter L, the second one is to control the movement around the x axis and here required two counters (I) to control how many x axis will be repeated according to the number of raw pans y axis for one front side of building, the second counter is to count (I1) the steps needed to clean one pan this will be repeated till the counter of the one raw pan will finish, Third one is the z axis control to control the distance when the arm pull out from glass pan to move to the next step of cleaning [25].
- Calculation unit this unit demonstrate the required calculation for the control unit I which summarize with its parameters in details in Table 1.

![Diagram of cleaning glass pans](image)

![Diagram of robot components](image)

Figure 4. Cleaning glass pans

Figure 5. Description the robot components

Table 1. Parameters of the calculation unit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Destines in which will be add to Y axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>The total distance of the raw pans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>The total distance of width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X1</td>
<td>The length of on pan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y1</td>
<td>The distance the arm needed to move up-down to clean on pan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Counter represent times repeated for one cleaning operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Counter of the number of raw pan regarding Y axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I1</td>
<td>Counter of steps to cover cleaning of one pan regarding X1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4. Flow chart

The operating of three stepper motors is shown in, Figure 6 and the declaration of parameters found in Table 2 [26]. The parameters are used for determine the speed, the direction of motors, and the number of rotations for each motor. In the program if statement is used for determine the start and end of motor operation. The flowchart for the cleaning operation is demonstrate in Figure 7 [19, 27].

![Flow chart of robot motors operation](image)

**Figure 6. Flow chart of robot motors operation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter’s Mnemonic</th>
<th>Parameter’s Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Parameter’s Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DLY</td>
<td>Delay</td>
<td>This parameter represents the speed of the sequence codes that sent to the driver of the stepper motor through the arduino output pins</td>
<td>Slow (100) Normal (50) Fast (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIS</td>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>This parameter represents how much the robot must move, the DIS parameter may be a specific distance measured in meters (X, Y, X1, Y1, L, I and I1)</td>
<td>L, I and I1 =? (counter) CW (also = up, right) CCW (also = down, left)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIR</td>
<td>Direction</td>
<td>The rotation’s direction of the stepper motor will be to the clock wise direction (CW) or to the counter clock wise direction (CCW), if it is CW the code sequence that will be sent to the driver of the stepper motor will be as: (6, C, 9, 3) or if it is CCW the sequence will be reversed as: (3, 9, C, 6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>Motor number</td>
<td>The MN parameter means which stepper motor must move, this robot contains three stepper motors so the value of this parameter will be a number between 1 and 3</td>
<td>1, 2, 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The objective of this project is to make a cleaning robot for multistory buildings, which is fully autonomous and manual featured with user friendly interface. In this work the output (sequence signals for motor) from Arduino kit are used to drive the gate drive circuits of three stepper motor through digital output pins, each output pin is connected to one of the gate drive circuit. The speed of the device is one of the most important issues in the work field, the device's speed depends on the speed of the stepper motors which can be changed by the delay parameter in the program. The weight of the device’s body as well as the torque of the stepper motors that affects the device’s speed, so the results that have been measured and calculated here are the speed values with different magnitudes of the delay parameter. The output signal of the motor’s driver is shown in Figure 8 as it is seen in oscilloscope.
This signal represents the output of two pins at the kit which go to the driver of the motor. Figure 8 (a) shows that the duty cycle of the signal is equal to 2.5 square time pulses-scale and each scale represents 50 ms (this is when the stepper motor steps delayed by 30 steps) and the Figure 8 (b) shows that the duty cycle of the signal is equal to 4 square time-scale and for the same scale time (this is when the stepper motor steps delayed by 50 steps), so the speed of motor can be increased when the delay between motor steps is decreased. The speed of motor can be calculated as below:

\[ a = \frac{2\pi}{spr} \quad \text{rad} \]

\[ w = \frac{a}{t} \quad \text{rad/sec} \]

where:
- \( a \): step angle
- \( spr \): no. of steps per round
- \( w \): speed
- \( t \): time delay between stepper pulses

The motor which used is a 7.5-degree step, so the spr. equal to 48.

\[ a = \frac{2\pi}{48} \]

\[ w = \left( \frac{2\pi}{48} \right) / 125 \quad \text{(when delay = 30)} \]

\[ = \frac{\pi}{3000} \quad \text{rad/sec} \]

---

**Figure 7. Flow chart of robot cleaning and moving operation**
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5. CONCLUSION

This research paper presents that multistory buildings cleaning process can be done in an easier manner and more efficiently by robotic system. The designed system of cleaning windows is developed to give the system ability to wipe and clean common windows panes. The controller is modified in which it can be extended for cleaning different size of windows. Furthermore, the usage of the Arduino microcontroller board gives flexibility to the device due to the ability of update the program that controls the device. This means the ability to develop and improve the function of the device by modification software only without need to change hardware.
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